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Motivations for higher-order statistics

PLANCK will reach:

• The observational constraints will improve significantly in the near future. 

 These bounds are shape dependent, so it’s important to calculate the exact shape.

Kogo and Komatsu ’06

Desjacques and Seljak ’09LSS data:

Local non-Gaussianity:

CMB data: Vielva and Sanz ’09

Smidt et al. ’10

Last week: Xia et al. ’10

Improve           constraint by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude.



• Discriminate between models Calculate more observables

 DBI        multiple field        inflation

• Single field, canonical kinetic term, slow-roll and with standard initial conditions 
implies Maldacena ’02

Large NG through 
non-standard kinetic term

Natural and helps evading
some constraints on the single field
UV DBI model

e.g. the Trispectrum

Motivations for higher-order statistics

• The trispectrum contains more shapes than the bispectrum 

and so more information about the dynamics.



Multi-field DBI inflation model

Inflatons

Adiabatic/entropy decomposition: 

Langlois et al. ’08

Sound speed

Entropy pert. can have large non-Gaussianity!

Perturbation



Frames

 The DBI action describes the motion of the brane

Brane-rest frame:
(background)

small Expand action

Brane-moving frame:

Relativistic speedSmall sound speed limit

Lorentz factor



Lorentz boost

Transformations for the derivatives

New /old variables



2nd and 3rd order actions

Common sound speed: just from a change of time coordinate

Cubic interactions introduced by the boost

Langlois et al.’08

Same momentum dependence!

Multi-field effect: change in amplitude

Langlois et al.’08



4th order action

4th order action     =     Boost part     +     Intrinsic part

Single field

New multi-field interactions

The momentum dependence of the mixed and pure entropy components 

will be different from the pure adiabatic component, hence, 

the trispectrum can distinguish multiple from single field DBI inflation.

4th order interaction Hamiltonian:



The power spectrum of the curvature perturbation

Amplitude of the Bispectrum: 

Langlois et al. ’09

Eases constraints if 

Transfer coefficient

Wands et al. ’02Horizon crossing

 Small sound speed limit to have large non-Gaussianity.



Shape of the Bispectrum

Alishahiha et al. ’04

Gruzinov ’04

Chen et al. ’06

Amplitude:

Large for 

cf. local type:

 Same shape as in the single field DBI

Langlois et al.’08



Quantum Trispectrum

Contact interaction (CI) Scalar exchange (SE)

 Scalar exchange is of the same order as the contact interaction!

• Using the In-In formalism we obtained analytical expressions for the leading order 
Trispectrum.

There are other classical 
contributions to the trispectrum,
they are given by the        formalism.

Renaux-Petel ’09



Contact interaction trispectra

Use the In-In formalism to obtain:

For CI and SE:   Mixed=Adiabatic+Entropy



Scalar exchange trispectra

For the entropy component see our paper.





Non-linearity parameter      
 The previous trispectra arises from quantum correlations around horizon crossing

and cannot be parameterized by momentum independent non-linearity parameters,
like            and 

Naïve parameterization:

Equilateral config.
Unlike the bispectrum, these do not fix the shape completely.

2 additional angular degrees of freedom

For



Equilateral

Maximum for

SE Adiabatic

SE Entropy

CI Entropy

SE+CI Entropy

Mixed=Adiabatic+Entropy



The shape of the SE equilateral 
trispectrum

Maximum for

EntropyAdiabatic Mixed

 Different shapes implies that the trispectrum can distinguish multiple from single field     
DBI inflation



Consistency relations: the squeezed limit

• The two single-field consistency relations also hold in the multi-field case 
(at leading order)

Squeezed limit

Adiabatic mode:

Entropy mode: 

Maldacena ’02

Seery et al. ’06

Long-wavelength mode that changes the background



Consistency relations: counter-collinear limit

Counter-collinear limit for the scalar exchange trispectra

Exchange of an adiabatic mode:

Exchange of an entropy mode (in mixed component): 

Seery et al. ’08

• The two single-field DBI consistency relations hold true in the multi-field case, 

at leading order, due to the particular form of the DBI action. 



 In the limit of a large transfer coefficient, i.e.                     , the observational constraints 

are satisfied and the non-linearity parameter             is enhanced for a given            as:

Conclusions
 The large quantum trispectrum of the multi-field DBI inflation model,

in the small sound speed limit and at leading order in SR.

• Lorentz boost: intuitive and simple method to obtain the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, … order actions.

Understand the origin of: same sound speed for adiabatic and entropy modes, 
same (different) momentum dependence of the bispectrum (trispectrum).

 Shape of the trispectrum can distinguish multiple from single field DBI inflation.

• Some evidence that the maximum of  
is for the equilateral configuration with
but need to explore numerically the 5D parameter space 
to confirm where the maximum is.

 Future:


